ABSTRACT

Mobile networks have grown in size and relevance, with novel applications in areas including transportation, finance, and health. The wide use of mobile networks generates rich data about users, raising interest in using such data for law enforcement and antiterrorism through Lawful Interception (LI). Countries worldwide have established legal frameworks to conduct LI, and technical standards have been created for its implementation and deployment, but without sufficient (and rigorous) security controls. While LI originated for benign purposes, we show in this paper that malicious entities could exploit it to frame users into suspicion of criminal activity. Further, we propose a solution for non-frameability, which we formally prove uphold desired properties even in scenarios where attackers completely infiltrate the operator networks. To perform the formal verification, we extend prior work with a more complete model of the fifth generation (5G) of mobile networks in the Tamarin prover.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile networks are increasingly being adopted for applications beyond basic communication services and include several social and business activities where our real and digital identities become intertwined. The fifth generation (5G) of mobile networks are being deployed with applications in e-health and autonomous vehicles. The next generation (6G) may expand even further to use cases such as telepresence. The security and privacy of these networks have improved with every new generation of mobile networks. However, privacy is rarely absolute and there are cases where data capture is desired. Lawful interception (LI) allows authorities to obtain communication data from targeted end users. It is regulated by laws and standards in many countries and has been widely used to investigate serious crimes and terrorism. According to the latest report by the Investigatory Powers Commissioner, more than 250 thousand data communication interceptions were performed during 2020 in the UK alone.

The design of LI mechanisms in mobile networks is specified by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and standardised by entities such as the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). An obvious concern is that access to LI mechanisms must be properly secured. However, even if they are secured from adversaries, weaknesses in 5G might also affect LI operations and their purpose. In particular, consider an attacker who can impersonate other end users. Such impersonation may result in framing the (potentially honest) end user into suspicion of crimes and using LI to obtain false evidence to be used in court or for political purposes. Unfortunately, current authentication mechanisms in 5G make this possible in several cases.

In this paper, we propose a non-frameability solution that protects honest users, guaranteeing the authenticity of their intercepted metadata even in the presence of strong adversaries. In line with results from the research community in recent years, we argue that protocol design needs to be formally verified to ensure that there are no logical design flaws. We build on a number of results (e.g., [10, 17, 34]) that have laid the groundwork for rigorous and trustworthy protocol design in mobile networks. We extend prior work with a formal definition of non-frameability as well as an extension of the formal models of 5G core networks to account for a more complete representation of key derivation and communication steps.

In order to demonstrate the frameability problem, we explore scenarios where attackers may subvert assumptions about the security of 5G network operators and associated supply chains. We discuss severe limitations that arise when adversaries may compromise certain communication channels among components of the core network or the provisioning of SIM cards. These conditions are not far-fetched since examples of such compromises have been observed in the wild. We describe a solution to this problem and present proof that the design thwarts attacks and mitigates the frameability of end users.

Recently, Arfaoui et al. [8] proposed a solution for establishing encrypted channels that authorities may open in case of demand for lawful interception (similar to the idea of key escrow systems or
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the Clipper Chip heavily discussed around the 90s). In our work, we explore a different perspective, aligned with the Dutch position [40] on the dilemma between online privacy and national security. First, we believe it is counterproductive to weaken the security and privacy properties of honest users of mobile communication in favour of LI. Criminals and terrorists have many options to circumvent LI, including virtual private networks and anonymous mobile subscriptions purchased with cryptocurrencies. Second, with the ubiquitous deployment of end-to-end encryption, it is likely that LI will mostly rely on metadata (e.g. location, timestamps, communication patterns and peers, etc.) rather than the actual communication content (as in the case of instant messaging today). See Abelson et al. [6] for an in-depth discussion on LI and its potential impact on society.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We extend the 5G formal model by Cremers and Dehnel-Wild [17] with 5G base stations, and include the initial context setup, non-access-stratum and access-stratum security mode commands. The extended model accounts for the security context establishment and more comprehensive key derivations used throughout user communication. We also update the model to the latest specifications from 3GPP and include the concealment of the permanent identity based on the work by Wang et al. [41].
- We outline how attackers may frame users into suspicion of criminal activity by exploiting an operator’s infrastructure. We show that the attacker only requires read-only access to any of the core network channels used during authentication in order to be able to conduct the impersonation and frameability attack.
- We design a non-frameability solution for 5G lawful interception under adversaries that may compromise communication channels of the operator’s network or SIM card supply chains. The solution thwarts impersonation even when attackers have control of channels used during authentication. In the worst case, when the attackers can also subvert the operator’s private key, we still allow the end user to dispute malicious traffic injected due to a compromised operator. The solution’s security is proven under the symbolic model using the Tamarin prover.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides relevant background. Section 3 presents the problem of susceptibility of mobile networks to impersonation when attackers obtain access to internal channels of the core network. Section 4 describes our non-frameability solution proposal designed for compatibility with the latest 5G specifications, and Section 5 presents the formal verification of the solution. Finally, Section 6 reviews the related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper by outlining future work.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we provide the background information to make this work self-contained, including lawful interception in 5G and protocol security verification.

2.1 Lawful Interception Overview

Lawful interception provides the ability for authorised law enforcement agencies to acquire the communication content and metadata (e.g. location information and connection timestamps) from target users in mobile communication networks. In 5G, 3GPP has an ongoing specification effort of LI under the following technical specifications: TS 33.126 [2], TS 33.127 [1], and TS 33.128 [3].

Figure 1: Overview of lawful interception in mobile networks.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of lawful interception in mobile networks. The Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) is an entity that is legally allowed to conduct an interception of mobile communications and has agreements with network operators. To start an interception, the LEA prepares a warrant containing the target’s identity to be intercepted. In the operator, the staff responsible for managing LI operations uses the administrative functions to configure the request included in the warrant. The administrative functions are subsequently used to provide interception points in the operator’s network components to collect data. Whenever the target communicates through the mobile network infrastructure, the collected data is forwarded to the law enforcement agency for investigation.

2.2 5G Architecture and Protocols

We focus on the components and protocols of the 5G architecture relevant to user authentication, communication with the data network (i.e. the Internet), and lawful interception. Fig. 2 depicts a simplified architecture: a User Equipment (UE) is managed by an end user to connect to the network and obtain services. The UE is usually a smartphone but can also represent other devices such as vehicles or drones. The base station (denoted as gNB) serves as a wireless access point to connect the UE to components of the core network in the operator so that the end user may use its services.

Figure 2: Simplified 5G architecture.
Anchor Function (SEAF) employed by a serving network during authentication and key agreement. The Authentication Server Function (AUSF) generates the anchor key from the authentication material received from the Authentication credential Repository and Processing Function (ARPF), co-located with the Unified Data Management (UDM) which holds the private key of the operator. The User Plane Function (UPF) performs packet routing to the data network as its main role. Most components in the 5G network are equipped with a point of interception that forwards collected traffic and metadata to the Mediation and Delivery Function (MDF). The MDF relays the data to a law enforcement agency in case there is an ongoing lawful interception operation for the connecting user (i.e. a target). While we represent the functions as separate computing nodes in Fig. 2, 5G may use a service-based architecture, with functions deployed as virtual machines part of a cloud infrastructure rather than standalone bare-metal nodes.

Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA): In 5G, there are three protocol options for performing authentication and key agreement: 5G AKA, EAP-AKA’, and EAP-TLS. EAP-TLS has limited use cases [43] (e.g. private networks) and 5G AKA and EAP-AKA’ only differ slightly in the derivation of keys. We focus on 5G AKA due to its prevalence and existing security models. 5G AKA aims to derive communication session keys and achieve mutual authentication between the entities.

Initial Context and Security Mode Commands: While AKA is used to perform mutual authentication and derive anchor keys, the actual keys used throughout user communication are derived only in subsequent interactions. Once authentication is successful, the SEAF/AMF initiates the Non-Access-Stratum Security Mode Command (NAS SMC) procedure with the user equipment to start integrity protection and ciphering within their interface. Then, the SEAF/AMF shall derive the key for the base station and transmit it as part of the initial context setup. This will trigger the Access-Stratum Security Mode Command (AS SMC) between the base station and user equipment to derive integrity and ciphering keys to be activated in their communication henceforth.

Protocol Data Unit Session: In 3GPP specifications [4], Protocol Data Unit (PDU) session is the terminology used for a data communication session established for the user equipment. The establishment of a PDU session is initiated by the SEAF/AMF with another core network component called session management function (omitted from Fig. 2 for brevity) that communicates with the UPF. From then on, the user equipment may communicate with the data network (usually the Internet).

2.3 Protocol Security Verification

There are two main abstraction approaches to performing security verification of cryptographic protocols: computational and symbolic [13]. The computational model [24, 25] considers terms as bitstrings, cryptographic algorithms are functions over bitstrings, and the adversary is represented as a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine. The symbolic model abstracts the bitstrings as algebraic terms, and an equational theory captures the expected properties of cryptographic algorithms. In our work, we employ TAMARIN, a state-of-the-art cryptographic protocol verification tool in the symbolic model. TAMARIN has been used to verify many protocols that exhibit complex state machines that may include loops and agent memory [10, 18–20, 29].

The TAMARIN solver maintains a state multisets of facts that can be consumed as premises to activate a rule. The action facts are logged into a trace of protocol execution and the set of traces is used to verify properties such as the example below. Variables starting with ‘@’ are time points, and $a_0@i$ specifies that the action fact $a_0$ occurred at time point $i$. The formula below states that for all traces where the action fact $a_0$ is logged with the term $x$, it implies that there exists a log of $a_2$ with the same term and it occurred before $a_1$.

\[
\forall x \forall i : \text{ } a_0(x)@i \Rightarrow \exists x \forall j : a_2(x)@j \land j<i
\]

To reason about attacker actions, TAMARIN models network communication under a Dolev-Yao [21] threat model. This represents a strong attacker that is able to capture messages between entities, decompose and compose messages, apply cryptographic algorithms to known terms, and replay/drop messages. For a more detailed discussion and presentation of TAMARIN we refer the reader to [16, 22, 23, 32, 39]. Furthermore, we also refer to Barbosa et al. [9] where they present a systematization of the computer-aided cryptography literature and discuss not only the symbolic and computational models, but also functional correctness and implementation-level security, which are out of the scope of this paper.

2.4 Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Elliptic curve cryptography has been proposed and developed since the 1980s [28, 33], and several primitives have been developed based on elliptic curves since then. We briefly present two of them: Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) and Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) employed in 5G and our solution.

ECIES is a hybrid encryption scheme that leverages elliptic curves to derive an ephemeral key that is used in a symmetric encryption algorithm to generate the ciphertext from the desired plaintext data. We follow Wang et al. [41] in the notation as we leverage their modeling approach in our work, and we refer the reader to their paper for more details. The agents are configured to use a set of standardised parameters, which include elements such as the curve equation, generator point, and the prime order. Public/private key pairs may be generated by a key generation function using these parameters, and encryption/decryption are intuitively performed as follows: EncapECIES ($pk(x)$) derives through the public key of the receiver ($pk(x)$) an ephemeral key $k_{ECIES}$ and a cipher $C_0$ (used by the receiver to derive the same ephemeral key). The sender employs an authenticated symmetric algorithm to encrypt the data ($C ←$ SEncECIES ($data, k_{ECIES}$)) and transmits ($C, C_0$) to the receiver. The receiver derives the ephemeral key using its private key ($k_{ECIES} ← DecapECIES (x, C_0)$) and decrypts the data ($SDecECIES (C, k_{ECIES})$).

ECDSA is a digital signature scheme based on elliptic curves that guarantee authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation properties about the signed data from an agent. It is a key agreement function that can be used to generate public/private keys based on these parameters. To sign data, an agent executes $\text{Sign}_{ECDSA} (data, x)$ with its private key $x$ and generates
the signature $\sigma$. The receiver executes $\text{Verify}_{\text{ECDSA}}(\sigma, \text{data}, pk(x))$ to verify the validity of the signature concerning the data and the corresponding public key $pk(x)$ of the sender, and may reject the message in case the verification fails. We refer to Johnson et al. [26] for a more comprehensive presentation of ECDSA.

3 SUSCEPTIBILITY OF MOBILE NETWORKS TO IMPERSONATION AND FRAMEABILITY

This section presents details about the problem and how an attacker may achieve the impersonation of honest users in mobile networks. We first provide the threat model to contextualise the attacker’s capabilities, then outline how impersonation may be carried out and show the results of the security analysis.

3.1 Threat Model

Our threat models have distinct capabilities concerning communication channels and cryptographic keys compromise. In a communication channel (we use $C$ to denote the capabilities related to channels), we consider two types of capabilities: Read-Only ($C_{RO}$) and Dolev-Yao ($C_{DY}$). A $C_{RO}$ capability corresponds to the attacker obtaining access to the content of a channel assumed to be secured (e.g. IPsec or HTTPS) but without the possibility to drop, modify or inject messages. These are provided in $C_{DY}$, which also assumes access to the secured communication where applicable (i.e. in the internal channels of the operator’s core network) and the possibility to manipulate its transmitted messages. The manipulation follows standard Dolev-Yao capabilities, such as intercepting and decomposing messages, applying public functions and cryptographic operations to construct new messages that may be transmitted.

We clarify that these channel threat models do not require Transport Layer Security (TLS employed in HTTPS) or IPsec to be broken by an attacker. For example, an attacker can exploit vulnerabilities in the software running in the network functions, obtaining access to the data at the application layer before it is encrypted and transmitted in the secure channel. Similarly, a disgruntled (or bribed) operator employee could be used to achieve this.

Capabilities regarding the reveal (compromise) of cryptographic keys (denoted using $R$) are divided into the user’s symmetric key ($R_{k}$), home network private asymmetric key ($R_{HN}$), and non-frameability private asymmetric key of other end users ($R_{N7}$). The $R_{k}$ represents a myriad of scenarios, including the compromise of the protocol or operator’s servers used for remote provisioning of eSIMs, the compromise of SIM card manufacturers, and the compromise of over-the-air provisioning of SIM cards. It also captures the possible compromise of the SIM card through malware in the user’s device (however, in this work, we assume that the user keeps their device secure). The $R_{HN}$ represents an attacker that may have leaked the private key of the home network or has access to the device that stores it and is able to interact with it to decrypt data that has been encrypted based on the corresponding public key or sign data of its choice. Finally, $R_{NF}$ represents the reveal of the non-frameability private key of other end users to the attacker, which allows the attacker to obtain any generated key for non-frameability except the one for the end user being checked.

As in other works [10, 17, 41], we consider $C_{DY}$ on the communication between the user and the base station as this is the public wireless channel. In other channels, both $C_{DY}$ and $C_{RO}$ may be employed, and for each verification result, we indicate the corresponding capabilities. Likewise, we also specify the key compromised capabilities for the individual results.

Compromising core network channels and services requires a powerful attacker which could, for example, be composed of criminal organisations, malicious insiders, or governmental entities (not mutually exclusive) that have enough resources to conduct these attacks. The compromise of components in the system could be performed through technical (e.g. 0-day exploits), financial (e.g. by bribing operator’s employees), or coercive means (e.g. authoritarian or corrupt members of governmental agencies). Potential capabilities related to modifying the software that runs on the network functions are outside the scope of our work.

3.2 Modeling 5G

Our work is based on formal methods using the symbolic model in the TAMARIN prover. To construct our proofs, we significantly extend the models by Cremers and Dehnel-Wild [17]. First, we explicitly model the base station (gNB) so that it is possible to evaluate the impact of compromising its channel that is assumed to be secure. Second, we consider both non-access and access stratum security mode commands, and the UE context modification used in deriving several cryptographic keys.

Our resulting extended model\footnote{henceforth referred simply as the model.} shows that read-only access to any of the channels is sufficient to compromise session keys, extending the scope adopted in [17]. In addition, we formally model our solution to prove its expected security properties. Our model is publicly available for researchers that may wish to reproduce our proofs or extend it further\footnote{Available: https://gitlab.liu.se/ida-rtslab/public-code/2023_5g-nf}.

The left side in Figure 3 depicts the modelled interactions and the entities that participate in the communication. The model is composed of communication between five entities, and we represent them into five protocol interactions identified by distinct colours in the figure. As previously stated, we explicitly model the base station (gNB) as a separate entity and arrows that cross its vertical line represent that messages are relayed to the adjacent entity.

The right side in Figure 3 presents the key hierarchy captured by the 5G model, colour-coded and aligned with the corresponding interactions to the left. The pre-shared key $K$ is used to derive intermediate and anchor keys, which are subsequently used to derive the keys that are used throughout the communication and mobility of the user equipment.

3.3 Impersonation Attack

An impersonation is feasible when an attacker can generate/transmit data that would be incorrectly perceived as belonging to a different user. Given our threat model, several scenarios exist in which impersonation may be carried out. Obvious scenarios stem from the description of $R_{k}$ (cf. previous subsection), where the attacker would simply authenticate oneself with the network on behalf of the victim end user to use its services. In this subsection, we explore other scenarios where the attacker does not directly
obtain access to SUPI or K but rather compromises parts of the operator.

Table 1: Secrecy of keys when attackers may access certain communication channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(*) Channel read-only (C(\text{RO}))</th>
<th>Cryptographic Keys Secrecy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) UE ↔ gNB</td>
<td>K(\text{ausf}), K(\text{seaf}), K(\text{amf}), K(\text{gnb})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) gNB ↔ SEAF/AMF</td>
<td>✔ ✔ ✔ ✖ ✖</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) SEAF/AMF ↔ AUSF</td>
<td>✔ ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) AUSF ↔ ARPF/UDM</td>
<td>✖ ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These scenarios include situations where an attacker may access (C\(\text{RO}\)) individual channels in the core network of an operator. We complement the corresponding results shown in [17] with our extensions to the model and contextualise them in terms of frameability in LI. Table 1 presents the secrecy results for the cryptographic keys when the attacker may read the specified channel. A green tick means the key secrecy is maintained, whereas a red cross means the key is compromised.

As expected, intercepting the wireless communication between a user equipment and the base station (1) does not compromise the secrecy of any keys. However, reading the content of communication among certain core components allows the attacker to obtain and derive the keys necessary to impersonate the victim. This is possible for two main reasons: transmission of keying material between nodes and public parameters to key derivations. A concrete example of the former is the communication of anchor key K\(\text{ausf}\) from the ARPF/UDM to the AUSF (cf. Fig. 4). Secondly, once an attacker has obtained an upper bound key of the hierarchy, deriving the lower bounds is possible due to the use of public parameters. For example, deriving K\(\text{UPenc}\) requires knowledge of K\(\text{gNB}\) and parameters such as a fixed identity of the algorithm and the length of the parameter (see 3GPP TS 33.501 A.8 [5]). Note that handover is outside the scope of our analysis, and we point the reader to Peltonen et al. [34] who conduct such analysis in the context of 5G handover protocols.

4 NON-FRAMEABILITY FOR 5G AND BEYOND

Our proposed solution aims to achieve non-frameability in adversarial scenarios, as presented in the previous section. The solution is divided into the following parts: initial setup, establishing the non-frameability security context, executing protocols under non-frameability, and lawful interception and dispute resolution. We remind the reader that the main objective of our solution is to make it possible for end users to have a defence mechanism against being
4.1 Initial Setup
The initial setup is executed at the time that an end user is provisioned with a new identity and key pair (SUPI and K, respectively). This would correspond to the end user obtaining a SIM card or running remote provisioning of an embedded SIM (eSIM). We use a strict binding between the pair and the setup, i.e. the setup is only allowed to be executed once for a given pair. We believe this will not limit practical viability, especially when eSIM is employed and the end user may provision it over the air. This strictness prevents two scenarios where the attacker may have gained access to the pair of an end user either before or after the end user performs the setup. In the first case, the attacker could execute the setup before the user, but that would result in the user not being able to set up and therefore proceeding to replace its pair. In the second case, the attacker is not able to set up.

We now outline the steps of our setup protocol. We abstract the other core network components for simplicity, but our security analysis considers DoS-attackers in the setup communication as well. The identity SUPI and key K are provisioned to the user by its home operator according to standard mobile networks design. In 5G, the user also obtains the public key of the home network (pk(HN)), which we also leverage to use Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) and the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA).

The setup begins with the user generating a fresh elliptic curve key pair NF and calculating the associated public curve point denoted as pk(NF). The user constructs a setup request on the NF key and commits to keeping it secure to prevent frameability. The user encrypts the current timestamp t\text{req} with the pre-shared key K (to prove its custody), and appends its identity SUPI and pk(NF) to create s\text{Req}, which is subsequently signed with NF using ECDSA. The setup request consists of the signature and encryption of s\text{Req} using ECIES with the home operator’s public key. This prevents eavesdroppers from obtaining the SUPI and mapping it to pk(NF).

The operator receives the end user’s setup request and uses its private key HN\text{K} to decrypt and obtain s\text{Req} and pk(NF). The operator obtains the SUPI and, if there is no existing setup for this identity, retrieves K from its database so that t\text{req} can be decrypted. At this point, the operator checks t\text{req} for freshness and performs signature verification of s\text{Req}Sig.

To construct the binding, the home network signs a timestamp t\text{res}, the SUPI, and the received pk(NF) from the user to create \sigma_{\text{setup}}. The operator encrypts \sigma_{\text{setup}} and t\text{res} using ECIES with pk(NF) and sends the setup response. Hence, the operator commits to accepting communication if and only if the user knows the private key NF and will reject any future setups for this SUPI.

Upon reception of the setup response, the user performs appropriate checks of signature and timestamp. The binding \beta_{\text{SUPI}} := \{t\text{res}, \sigma_{\text{setup}}, pk(NF)\} can be constructed and saved in the UE. We also note that this binding could be stored online but leave this outside the scope of our analysis.

4.2 Establishing the Security Context for Non-Frameability
Every communication session becomes associated with what we term a security context for non-frameability Ctx\text{NF}. Ctx\text{NF} is established during a modified authentication and key agreement AKA and used throughout other communication protocols during the lifecycle of the user communication.

Fig. 4 provides details about the authentication and key agreement and our design changes shown in green. Step 1 remains unmodified and we leverage the ephemeral key k_{\text{ECIES}} derived by Enc\text{ECIES} in the generation of the signature \sigma_{\text{NF}} in later steps. Step 2 generates the core network environment authentication vector (HE AV), which is used to challenge the user in the authentication process. The binding \beta_{\text{SUPI}} associated with that subscription is fetched from the UDM and, in Step 3, it is transmitted to the AUSF in addition to the ephemeral key k_{\text{ECIES}}. These terms are not relayed to the SEAF as this would allow a serving network to immediately obtain the user’s SUPI. Therefore, we comply with the current 5G specifications and only allow serving networks to obtain this term when authentication is confirmed. In Step 4, the user equipment produces the challenge response RES\text{*}. A signature is generated based on the relevant data to prove knowledge of the private key NF. The reasoning for the choice of data elements in the signature generation is as follows: RES\text{*} is included to tie the signature to the current authentication response instance, gNB\text{d} prevents an attacker from replaying the signature to another gNB. The ephemeral key k_{\text{ECIES}} is included to prevent both eavesdroppers and the serving network from identifying the identity of the user (e.g. by recovering the ECDSA public key [26] and testing against a database of known public keys). Finally, a timestamp t\text{res} prevents a replay of the signature (even to the same gNB) by checking freshness. In Step 5 the resulting signature \sigma_{\text{NF}} and timestamp t\text{res} are transmitted to the gNB, which relays to the SEAF/AMF, and subsequently to the AUSF in Step 6. The signature can be verified in Step 7. Because the standard defines that at this point the serving network may receive the SUPI, we also provide in Step 8 the ephemeral key and the binding \beta_{\text{SUPI}} so that the serving network may verify the binding and the signature provided by the user in the authentication response. The signature can now be verified in Step 9 and therefore the non-frameability security context Ctx\text{NF} := \{SUPI, \beta_{\text{SUPI}}, RES\text{*}, k_{\text{ECIES}}\text{,} \sigma_{\text{NF}}\text{,} t\text{gNB\text{d}}\} is established and logged in the point of interception by the SEAF.

The subsequent interactions are depicted in Fig. 5 and contain minor changes in order to propagate the security context Ctx\text{NF}. The NIA function represents the integrity algorithm used to generate the Message Authentication Codes (MACs) according to the specifications. Furthermore, we use \text{enc}(x, y) to denote the symmetric encryption of the term x with the key y. Our design changes require the transmission of Ctx\text{NF} in Steps 10 and 11. Finally, Step 12 represents the data communication from the user equipment that must include a digital signature with the private non-frameability key NF. We note that a practical implementation should employ an
4.3 Non-Frameable LI and Dispute Resolution

In our solution, lawful interception is a tuple \((\text{Ctx}^{\text{NF}}, T, D)\), where \text{Ctx}^{\text{NF}} is the non-frameability security context established during AKA, \(T\) is the intercepted traffic and \(D\) is the set of decryption keys that the operator may need to provide to the LEA (e.g. \(k_{\text{UPenc}}\)).

Algorithm 1 in Appendix A shows the steps for verification of the intercepted traffic. Before verifying the captured packets, the LEA checks that the provided signature verifies the binding of the target SUPI. Then, the signature present in the security context for
Figure 5: Sequence diagram of the interactions following 5G AKA. The **highlighted text** denotes our modifications to the protocol. Underlined text aid in the presentation of formal verification in Section 5.

non-frameability is also verified. If both verify, then the traffic may also be checked for authenticity.

The user may dispute the intercepted traffic in a later stage (e.g. when notified by the LEA or during the trial) by providing the binding obtained during setup. The dispute is rejected if the binding is the same as the one received within the context $\text{Ctx}^{\text{NF}}$ because all required checks have already passed. However, the dispute is accepted if they are not equal and the user’s binding verifies for the intercepted SUPI. According to the solution design, the operator must produce at most one binding per SUPI, otherwise, it is evidence that their infrastructure has been compromised.

5 FORMAL VERIFICATION OF SECURITY

The protocols are modelled in the Tamarin prover to verify the security properties under the presence of adversaries. The base model by Cremers and Dehnel-Wild [17] is substantially extended (their model focused solely on AKA) to support our setup protocol and the interactions depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. Furthermore, we have updated the model according to the latest versions of the technical specifications by 3GPP and also included the SUPI concealment using ECIES based on the work by Wang et al. [41]. This section provides details about modelling choices related to communication channels and key revealing, the properties that are checked, and the summarised results.
Table 2: Results marked with ✔ mean that frameability attempts are mitigated at run time. In other cases, ▲ indicates that the user must dispute the framed intercepted data. To ease visualisation, we highlight Dolev-Yao and Read-Only channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Reveal</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Communication Channels</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R_k</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EV, gNB ↔ AMF, AMF ↔ UPF, AMF ↔ UDM</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_k ∧ R_NF-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>EV, gNB ↔ AMF, AMF ↔ UPF, AMF ↔ UDM</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_HN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>EV, RO, EV, RO, EV, RO, RO</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>EV, gNB ↔ AMF, AMF ↔ UPF, AMF ↔ UDM</td>
<td>▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_k ∧ R_HN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>EV, RO, EV, RO, EV, RO, RO</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>EV, gNB ↔ AMF, AMF ↔ UPF, AMF ↔ UDM</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Non-Frameability Verification

Formal verification of security properties commonly revolves around secrecy and authenticity variants [30], such as perfect forward secrecy or injective agreement. As discussed throughout this paper, we focus on the non-frameability of end users. It intuitively means that, with our proposed solution, communication data intercepted has indeed been generated by the end user, otherwise a dispute would reveal that there was an attempt to frame the end user. This property resembles non-repudiation of origin, which in the context of network protocols, is evidence to the recipient of a message that the origin is authentic and cannot falsely deny having sent the message [42]. In fact, non-repudiation of origin is achieved in our work in case a dispute is rejected according to Algorithm 1, provided that the user kept its device secure and did not share the private key.

To express the non-frameability property, we employ variants of the formula below. In each case, we adjust whether we allow certain keys to be exposed to the attacker or to check whether a dispute would be needed to assure non-frameability.

To conduct the analysis, several lemmas are constructed based on this example, and distinct model variants are instantiated to account for the different channel compromises considered in the evaluation. We found this approach to be more tractable by TAMARIN prover rather than restriction formulas to specify which channel rules could be activated in each case, leading to more complex proving and non-termination issues. While it may create some inconvenience due to the need for handling several files, it does not weaken any results.

5.2 Verification Results

The results of the formal verification of our proposal are presented in Table 2. The notation for key reveals and channel compromises follows from Section 3.1. We classify the outcome into two categories: frameability block at run time (✔) and dispute required (▲).

Note that dispute is only required in extreme cases, where the attacker has taken control over the operator infrastructure, including their private key.

We now describe some potential interpretations of the scenarios shown in Table 2. In Scenario 1, the attacker has obtained the 5G symmetric credentials of the user by, for example, exploiting the provisioning of SIM cards. Even with complete control over the communication channels, impersonation is not possible. In Scenario 2, the attacker has also managed to compromise other users’ devices and obtain their non-frameability private key. However, the attacker cannot bind those keys to the victim’s identity (whose device is secured), therefore mitigating impersonation attempts. In Scenario 3, the attacker leaked the operator’s private key but can only read internal communications, therefore unable to induce the network to accept a forged binding and security context. This is captured in Scenario 4, where the victim may dispute the falsified data. In Scenarios 5 and 6, the attacker has obtained both the private key of the operator and the 5G symmetric credentials of the user. In this case, stopping the impersonation at runtime is only possible if the attacker has read-only access over internal channels and the compromise of the operator’s private key occurred after the user performed its setup (✔). A dispute is only required in the most severe cases, where the attacker also obtained data injection capabilities in the internal channels.

While using the symbolic model favours automation of the proving procedure, complex models often require manual help from humans to guide the prover to termination. In TAMARIN, this can be accomplished through several methods, for example: writing sources lemmas to indicate the origin of terms, specifying reusable lemmas that serve as axioms in proving subsequent lemmas, and writing scripts (called oracles) that rank the order of goals to be chosen at each proving step. To obtain our proofs, we had to employ all of these methods and thousands of CPU core-hours at the Anonymised National Supercomputer Centre throughout development and proving.

5.3 Limitations

First, we remind the reader of the limitations associated with using the symbolic model for protocol security verification, and then we discuss some limitations inherent to our work.

In the symbolic model, cryptographic primitives are black-boxes (perfect cryptography); therefore, the model does not account for...
weaknesses in these primitives. Contrary to the computational model, bitstrings are abstracted as algebraic terms which disregard their partial compromise (e.g. leak of some bits of a key). Furthermore, side-channel attacks are outside the scope of symbolic analysis.

With respect to our work, we simplify the messages exchanged in the protocols to focus on the security-related aspects (e.g. we omit physical and link layers in the model). We simplify the PDU session initialisation, which involves using the AMF to abstract the role of the Session Management Function (SMF) with a single initialisation message (the actual UE-requested PDU session establishment is composed of 21 steps [4]). In reality, we would only require that the security context (Ctx^NF) is sent to the UPF in one of those steps, which should not hinder the practicality of our proposal. Furthermore, we omit the Mediation and Delivery Function (MDF), as it serves as an intermediary between the points of interception (POIs) and the law enforcement agency. Since we allow the compromise of the components where POIs reside, this captures the potential compromise of the MDF to manipulate that data. Consequently, we believe that these limitations do not affect our results or the feasibility of the solution.

6 RELATED WORK

As the importance of mobile networks has increased over the years, so has the interest in research on mobile network security. Rupprecht et al. [56] present a comprehensive survey that covers currently active generations and discusses research gaps for future generations. In another survey by Khan and Martin [27] existing vulnerabilities in the LTE mobile networks are discussed in the context of 5G specifications, and remaining challenges for future work are outlined. The authors provide a comprehensive discussion of the vulnerabilities, which range from the physical layer to the network layer.

Examples of recent attacks discussed in the literature include eavesdropping, authentication, impersonation, and linkability (compromising users’ privacy). Chlosta et al. [15] present a known technique for identity linkability in 5G along with possible threat scenarios. They implement and evaluate the attack denoted as SUCI-catcher (akin to IMSI-catcher in 4G) using Free5GC and the Amarisoft gNodeB to demonstrate the practicality of the attack. Bitsikas and Pöpper [12] discuss the exploitation of measurement reports provided by user equipment that is used in mobile networks so that an attacker is able to fool base stations to handover their users to a false base station. Even though the attacker does not possess the security context to impersonate the operator, the authors have described the possibility of performing denial of service, Machine-in-the-Middle between the user and the real operator, and identity leaking by forcing the user to send an attach request. Rupprecht et al. [37] discuss an attack on Voice over LTE (VoLTE), a packet-based telephony service. The vulnerability exploited in the attack stems from keystream reuse when two calls occur within one radio connection. Although the attack compromises the confidentiality of calls (VoLTE), it does not allow attackers to impersonate the victim. In another work, Rupprecht et al. [38] present an attack in the LTE mobile network that allows an attacker to break mutual authentication in both directions. The attack assumes a powerful malicious actor that can place Machine-in-the-Middle between the user and the base station, and between the operator and the target servers. This allows full impersonation of a user. Our attack model differs from these works since we focus on (partially) compromised operator components. Moreover, we also provide a verified solution mechanism for the attacks discussed in this work.

Formal verification of security properties in 5G was pioneered by Basin et al. [10] who first formalised the 5G authentication and key agreement protocol and verified security properties using TAMARIN. The authors found that security goals and assumptions were underspecified or missing. Cremers and Dehnel-Wild [17] provide a more detailed model with four parties and several different compromise models. Our work further extends the work by Cremers and Dehnel-Wild by including the interactions with the base station (gNB) and also considers other security properties (non-frameability).

Other security solutions and mechanisms recently presented in the literature for mobile networks include the work by Zhao et al. [44] investigate vulnerabilities in SIM/e-SIM that may result in traffic eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle, and impersonation attacks. The authors validate the attacks through a 4G LTE testbed and over two US mobile operators. The authors focus on local attacks on the user equipment and (e-)SIM card, rather than on supply chain or mobile network component compromise as explored in this work. Akin to our work, An Braeken [14] proposes a modification to the 5G AKA protocol to mitigate attacks proposed in the literature. The protocol is verified under simplifying assumptions such as the unification of home and serving networks, and the unification of internal functions in the operator, such as the unified data management, Authentication Credential Repository and Processing Function, and the Subscription Identifier De-concealing Function. The proposed protocol is verified with RUBIN logic under a Dolev-Yao threat model between the user equipment and the operator.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We present the susceptibility of mobile networks to attacks involving core components and supply chains and discuss how these may have a severe impact in the context of lawful interception. We mainly focus on the frameability of honest users, and present the capabilities that threat agents may exploit to conduct attacks. We show, for example, that the attacker only requires read-only access to one of the channels assumed to be secure during authentication to derive keys necessary to impersonate victims. Impersonation leads to the possibility of framing the victim by engaging in criminal activities, and may be used to create reputation damage that cannot be timely repaired in some cases. We present a solution to support non-frameability for users that is designed based on 5G specifications and model it in TAMARIN to prove its security under strong adversaries that may compromise cryptographic keys and infiltrate the operator networks. In future directions, the data communication in 5G could be integrated with our non-frameability security context by using efficient stream signing in order to support the higher throughput. Furthermore, other protocols must be integrated with the NF security context, such as the handover protocols to update the security context as the users move geographically.
A VERIFICATION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 LEA Verification and Dispute Resolution

```
procedure LEA Verification(Ctx\textsuperscript{NF}, 𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPI}, T)
    Parse Ctx\textsuperscript{NF} as \{SUPI, 𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPI}, RES\textsuperscript{∗}, k\text{ECIES}, t, gNB_id\}
    Parse 𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPI} as \{t_{\text{res}}, 𝜎_{\text{setup}}, pk(NF)\}
    v_1 ← \text{VerifyECDSA}(𝜎_{\text{setup}}, \{t_{\text{res}}, SUPI, pk(NF)\}, pk(HN_k))
    v_2 ← \text{VerifyECDSA}(𝜎_{\text{NF}}, \{RES\textsuperscript{∗}, gNB_id, k\text{ECIES}, t\}, pk(NF))
    Raise exception if v_1 or v_2 fails
    for packet ∈ T do
        Decrypt and verify packet signature
    end for
end procedure

procedure Dispute Resolution(𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPIr}, 𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPI})
    if 𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPIr} = 𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPI} then
        Reject dispute
    end if
    Parse 𝛽\textsuperscript{SUPIr} as \{t_r, 𝜎_{\text{setup}}^{r}, pk(NF)_r\}
    v_3 ← \text{VerifyECDSA}(𝜎_{\text{setup}}^{r}, \{t_r, SUPI, pk(NF)_r\}, pk(HN_k))
    accept dispute if v_3 = verified, reject otherwise
end procedure
```